SWEDISH ROCKET WARHEAD, 57-MM, CHAFF, MODEL UNKNOWN

Ordnance used with:
MODEL UNKNOWN, ROCKET, PTT
U.S.S.R. ROCKET MOTOR, 57-MM, SOLID PROPELLANT, S-5KP

Ordnance used with:
UB-16-57, UMVP, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
UB-32A1, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (57-MM)
S-5KP, 57-MM, HEAT/FRAG, AIR-TO-SURFACE
S-5KP, 57-MM, WARHEAD, HEAT/FRAG, AIR-TO-SURFACE

U.S.S.R. ROCKET WARHEAD, 57-MM, HEAT/FRAG MODEL S-5KO

Ordnance used with:
UB-16-57, UMVP, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
UB-32A1, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (57-MM)
V-5K, ROCKET, PD, AIR-TO-SURFACE
V-5M1, ROCKET, PDSD
S-5KO, 57MM, HEAT/FRAG
B-5, POINT DETONATING SELF DESTRUCT
V-5, PDSD, ROCKET
U.S.S.R. ROCKET WARHEAD, 57-MM, HEAT/FRAG, S-5KP

Ordnance used with:
UB-16-57, UMVP, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
UB-32A1, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (57-MM)
S-5KP, 57-MM, HEAT/FRAG, AIR-TO-SURFACE
S-5KP, MOTOR, 57-MM, SOLID PROPELLANT, AIR-TO-SURFACE
V-5KP1, ROCKET, PIBD, AIR-TO-SURFACE

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 57-MM, AIR TO SURFACE, HEAT/FRAG, S5KO

Ordnance used with:
S-5KO, 57-MM, WARHEAD, HEAT-FRAG, AIR-TO-SURFACE
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 57-MM, AIR-TO-SURFACE, HEAT/FRAG, S-5KP

Ordnance used with:
UB-16-57, UMVP, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
UB-32A1, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (57-MM)
UB-32A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (57-MM)
S-5KP, 57-MM, WARHEAD, HEAT/FRAG, AIR-TO-SURFACE
S-5KP, MOTOR, 57-MM, SOLID PROPELLANT, AIR-TO-SURFACE
V-5KP1, ROCKET, PIBD, AIR-TO-SURFACE

---

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 57-MM, AIR-TO-SURFACE, ILLUMINATION, S50B

Ordnance used with:
S-5-OB, 57-MM, WARHEAD, ILLUMINATION, AIR-TO-SURFACE
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 57-MM, CHAFF, S-5PB

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 57-MM, HE, S-5M

Ordnance used with:
UB-16-57, UMVP, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
UB-32A1, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (57-MM)
UB-32A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (57-MM)
UB-16-57-U, 57-MM, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
V-5M1, ROCKET, PDSD
UB-16-57-U, 57 MM, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 16 SHOT
B-5, POINT DETONATING SELF DESTRUCT
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 57-MM, HEAT/FRAG, MODEL S-5KPB

Ordnance used with:
UB-16-57, UMVP, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
UB-32A1, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (57-MM)
V-5KP1, ROCKET, PIBD, AIR-TO-SURFACE

U.S.S.R. ROCKETS, 57-MM, HEAT, S-5K AND S-5K1

Ordnance used with:
UB-16-57-U, 57-MM, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
V-5K, ROCKET, PD, AIR-TO-SURFACE
UB-16-57-U, 57 MM, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 16 SHOT
B-5, POINT DETONATING SELF DESTRUCT
IRAQI ROCKET, 60-MM, HE, MODEL UNKNOWN

Ordnance used with:
UT M68 P1, PROJECTILE, PD
UT M68P1, PROJECTILE, PD
UT.M68 P1, PROJECTILE, PD

N.E.W. 200.00 G

FRENCH ROCKET MOTOR, 68-MM, AIRCRAFT, MODEL F1

Ordnance used with:
TYPE 116M, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 116MA, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 24, PD, SNEB, AIR-TO-SURFACE
EAP MODEL F1, 68MM, WARHEAD, APERS, AIR-TO-SURFACE
TYPE 23, PIBD, SNEB, AIR-TO-SURFACE
TYPE 24A, PD, SNEB, AIR-TO-SURFACE
F1, WARHEAD, 68 MM, HE, CC, AIR-TO-SURFACE
N.E.W. 1.66 KG
Ordnance used with:
TYPE 116M, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 116MA, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 68.36/01, DISPENSER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
TYPE 24, PD, SNEB, AIR-TO-SURFACE
EAP MODEL F1, 68MM, WARHEAD, APERS, AIR-TO-SURFACE
TYPE 26, 68-MM, WHD, HE, APERS, FRAG, AIR-TO-SURF, SNEB
TYPE 27, 68-MM, WHD, HE, APERS, FRAG, AIR-TO-SURF, SNEB

FRENCH ROCKET MOTOR, 68-MM, AIRCRAFT, TYPE 25

Ordnance used with:
TYPE 116M, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 116MA, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 68.36/01, DISPENSER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
TYPE 24, PD, SNEB, AIR-TO-SURFACE
EAP MODEL F1, 68MM, WARHEAD, APERS, AIR-TO-SURFACE
TYPE 26, 68-MM, WHD, HE, APERS, FRAG, AIR-TO-SURF, SNEB
TYPE 27, 68-MM, WHD, HE, APERS, FRAG, AIR-TO-SURF, SNEB

FRENCH ROCKET WARHEAD, 68-MM, HE, APERS, FRAG, S.N.E.B. TYPE 26

Ordnance used with:
TYPE 116M, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 116MA, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 68.36/01, DISPENSER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
TYPE 24, PD, SNEB, AIR-TO-SURFACE
TYPE 24A, PD, SNEB, AIR-TO-SURFACE
TYPE 25, 68-MM, MOTOR, AIR-TO-SURFACE
FRENCH ROCKET WARHEAD, 68-MM, HE-FRAG, TYPE 26P

Ordnance used with:
TYPE 116M, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 116MA, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 68.36/01, DISPENSER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
TYPE 25, 68-MM, MOTOR, AIR-TO-SURFACE

FRENCH ROCKET WARHEAD, 68-MM, HEAT, TYPE 23

Ordnance used with:
TYPE 68.36/01, DISPENSER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
TYPE 25, 68-MM, MOTOR, AIR-TO-SURFACE
TYPE 253, 68 MM, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT, SNEB
FRENCH ROCKET WARHEAD, 68-MM, PRACTICE, SNEB, TYPE 22/3

Ordnance used with:
TYPE 116M, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 116MA, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT (MATRA)
TYPE 68.36/01, DISPENSER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT
TYPE 25, 68-MM, MOTOR, AIR-TO-SURFACE

U.S. ROCKET MOTOR, 2.75-IN: FFAR MK 1

Ordnance used with:
LAU-130/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-131/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-3/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-32/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-32A/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-3A/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-3B/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
N.E.W. 6.03 LB
U.S. ROCKET MOTOR, 2.75-IN: FFAR SR 105-AJ-1

Ordnance used with:
LAU-130/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-131/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-3/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-32/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-32A/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-3A/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-3B/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
N.E.W. 8.02 LB

U.S. ROCKET WARHEAD, 2.75-IN, Flechette, WDU-4/A

Ordnance used with:
LAU-130/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-131/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-3/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-32/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-32A/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-3A/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
LAU-3B/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
N.E.W. 6.00 G
**U.S. ROCKET WARHEAD, 2.75-IN, FLECHETTE, WDU-4A/A**

Ordnance used with:
- LAU-130/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
- LAU-131/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
- LAU-3/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
- LAU-32/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
- LAU-32A/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
- LAU-3A/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET
- LAU-3B/A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET

N.E.W. 6.00 G

---

**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 70-MM, HEAT, PG-7M**

Ordnance used with:
- VP-7M, ROCKET, PIBD
- PG-7VM, 70MM, CARTRIDGE, HEAT

N.E.W. 489.00 G
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 70-MM, GROUND-TO-GROUND, HEAT, PG7S

Ordnance used with:
VP-7M G CH, FUZE, ROCKET, PI ELEMENT
VP-7M D CH, FUZE, ROCKET, BASE DETONATING ELEMENT

BULGARIAN CARTRIDGE, 73-MM, ROCKET, HEAT, PG-15V

Ordnance used with:
PG-9, 73MM, HEAT
MODEL UNKNOWN, PG-9, 73MM, ROCKET MOTOR
PG-15P, 73MM, PROPELLING CHARGE
SPG-9, 73MM, RECOILESS RIFLE
Ordnance used with:
PG-15V, CARTRIDGE, 73MM, HEAT
PG-9, 73MM, HEAT
PG-15VN, CARTRIDGE, 73MM, HEAT
PG-9N, 73MM, HEAT
PG-15, CARTRIDGE, 73-MM, PRAC
SPG-9, 73MM, RECOILESS RIFLE
PG-9G, 73-MM, HEAT-T

BULGARIAN PROPELLING CHARGE, ROCKET CARTRIDGE, 73-MM, PG-15P

Ordnance used with:
PG-15V, CARTRIDGE, 73MM, HEAT
PG-9, 73MM, HEAT
PG-15VN, CARTRIDGE, 73MM, HEAT
PG-9N, 73MM, HEAT
PG-15, CARTRIDGE, 73-MM, PRAC
SPG-9, 73MM, RECOILESS RIFLE
PG-9G, 73-MM, HEAT-T

BULGARIAN ROCKET, 73-MM, HEAT, PG-9

Ordnance used with:
PG-15V, CARTRIDGE, 73MM, HEAT
VP-9, ROCKET, PIBD
PG-9V, 73MM, CARTRIDGE, ROCKET, HEAT
MODEL UNKNOWN, PG-9, 73MM, ROCKET MOTOR
PG-9P, 73MM, EXPPELLING CHARGE
PG-9P, 73MM, PROPELLING CHARGE
PG-15P, 73MM, PROPELLING CHARGE
BULGARIAN ROCKET, 73-MM, PRACTICE, PG-9

Ordnance used with:
MODEL UNKNOWN, PG-9, 73MM, ROCKET MOTOR
PG-9P, 73MM, EXPPELLING CHARGE
PG-9P, 73MM, PROPELLING CHARGE
PG-15, CARTRIDGE, 73-MM, PRAC

U.S.S.R. CARTRIDGE, 73-MM, HEAT-T, PG-9, PG-9S & PG-9 PRACTICE

Ordnance used with:
PG-15, CARTRIDGE, 73-MM, HEAT-T
PG-9, 73-MM, PRACTICE
PG-9S, 73-MM, HEAT-T
VP-9, ROCKET, PIBD
PG-9, 73-MM, HEAT-T
SPG-9, 73MM, RECOILESS RIFLE
PG-9G, 73-MM, HEAT-T
**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 73-MM, HEAT-T, PG-9G**

Ordnance used with:
- PG-15, CARTRIDGE, 73-MM, HEAT-T
- PG-15P, 73MM, PROPELLING CHARGE
- PG-9D, 73-MM, ROCKET MOTOR
- VP-9 D CH, ROCKET, PIBD, BASE DETONATING ELEMENT
- VP-9 G CH, ROCKET FUZE, PI ELEMENT

---

**CHINESE ROCKET, 75-MM, APERS, BOUNDING, TYPE 69**

Ordnance used with:
- MJ-7, FUZE, ROCKET, PIBD
- DREOI, FUZE, ROCKET, PIBD
CHINESE GRENADE, 80-MM, PROJECTED, HEAT

Ordnance used with:
TYPE 4, PROJECTILE, BD

U.S.S.R. ROCKET MOTOR, 80-MM, SOLID PROPELLANT, S-8-OF

Ordnance used with:
S-8-OF, 80-MM, HE/FRAG, AIR-TO-SURFACE
S-8-OF, WARHEAD, 80-MM, HE/FRAG, AIR-TO-SURFACE
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 80-MM, APHE, S8BM

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 80-MM, CHAFF, S8PM
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 80-MM, FLECHETTE, S8ASM

Ordnance used with:
B-8M, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
B-8M1, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
B-8V20-A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
B-8V20A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
B-8V7, LAUNCHER, 7-SHOT

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 80-MM, HE/FRAG, S-8-OF

Ordnance used with:
V-8, ROCKET, PD, AIR-TO-SURFACE
S-8-OF, WARHEAD, 80-MM, HE/FRAG, AIR-TO-SURFACE
S-8-OF, 80-MM, MOTOR, SOLID PROPELLANT, AIR-TO-SURFACE
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 80-MM, ILLUMINATION, S80M

U.S.S.R. WARHEAD, 80-MM, HE/Frag, S-8-OF

Ordnance used with:
S-8-OF, 80-MM, HE/Frag, Air-to-Surface
V-8, Rocket, PD, Air-to-Surface
S-8-OF, 80-MM, Motor, Solid Propellant, Air-to-Surface
**SWEDISH ROCKET, 81-MM, AIR-TO-SURFACE, SURFACE-TO-AIR, (SNORA)**

Ordnance used with:
- UGK 028, 81-MM, WARHEAD, PRACTICE, AIR-TO-SURF (SNORA)
- UGK 033, 81-MM, WARHEAD, PRACTICE, AIR-TO-SURF (SNORA)
- UGK 034, 81-MM, WARHEAD, PRACTICE, AIR-TO-SURF (SNORA)
- USK 035, 81-MM, WARHEAD, MARKER, AIR-TO-SURFACE (SNORA)
- USK 036, 81-MM, WARHEAD, MARKER, AIR-TO-SURFACE (SNORA)
- USK 037, 81-MM, WARHEAD, MARKER, AIR-TO-SURFACE (SNORA)
- SSK 029, 81-MM, WARHEAD, HE-FRAG, AIR-TO-SURFACE (SNORA)

**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 82 MM, HE, OG82**

Ordnance used with:
- GK-1, FUZE, PROJECTILE, PD
- GK-2, FUZE, PROJECTILE, PD
- GK-2M, FUZE, PROJECTILE, PD
- GK-662, 82 MM, WARHEAD, HEAT
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 82-MM, FRAG-HE, OG-82

Ordnance used with:
- GK-1, FUZE, PROJECTILE, PD
- GK-2, FUZE, PROJECTILE, PD
- GK-2M, FUZE, PROJECTILE, PD
- GO-662, 82 MM, WARHEAD

IRAQI ROCKET, 82-MM, GROUND-TO-GROUND, HE, OG-82

Ordnance used with:
- M6, PROJECTILE, PDSD
- SH-82, PROJECTILE, PD

N.E.W. 0.97 LB
IRAQI ROCKET, 82-MM, HE, MODEL UNKNOWN

N.E.W. 3.20 KG

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 80-MM, HEAT/FRAG, S-8KO

Ordnance used with:
9-K1-608, ROCKET, BASE, AIR-TO-SURFACE
B-8M, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
B-8M1, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
B-8V20-A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
B-8V20A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
B-8V7, LAUNCHER, 7-SHOT
V-5KP1, ROCKET, PIBD, AIR-TO-SURFACE
**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 80-MM, HEAT/FRAG, S-8KOM**

Ordnance used with:
- 9-K1-608, ROCKET, BASE, AIR-TO-SURFACE
- B-8M, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
- B-8M1, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
- B-8V20-A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
- B-8V20A, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 20-SHOT
- B-8V7, LAUNCHER, 7-SHOT
- V-5KP1, ROCKET, PIBD, AIR-TO-SURFACE

**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 82-MM, IR, TST-60U**

Ordnance used with:
- MODEL UNKNOWN, MT, ROCKET
- TMP-30, MT, ROCKET
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 82-MM, TSP-60U

Ordnance used with:
MODEL UNKNOWN, MT, ROCKET
TMP-30, MT, ROCKET

BULGARIAN ROCKET, 85-MM, HEAT, PG7

Ordnance used with:
VP-7M, ROCKET, PIBD
BULGARIAN ROCKET, 85-MM, PRACTICE, PG-7

BULGARIAN ROCKET, 85-MM, TRAINING, PG-7
CHINESE ROCKET, 85-MM, HEAT, TYPE 69-1

Ordnance used with:
MODEL UNKNOWN, EXPELLING CHARGE FOR TYPE 69-1

IRANIAN ROCKET, HEAT-T, NADER
NORTH KOREAN ROCKET, 85-MM, HE-FRAG, APERS, F-7

Ordnance used with:
NRT-7B, BDSD

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 85-MM, HEAT, PG-7

Ordnance used with:
VP-7, ROCKET, PIBD
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 85-MM, HEAT-T, MODEL PG-7G

Ordnance used with:
VP-7, ROCKET, PIBD

N.E.W. 770.00 G

CHINESE ROCKET, 94-MM, HEAT, TYPE 69-II
CHINESE ROCKET, 107-MM, HE, TYPE 63-2

Ordnance used with:
MJ-1, ROCKET, PD

N.E.W. 1.30 KG

CHINESE ROCKET, 107-MM, HE-FRAG, SPIN-STABILIZED, TYPE 63

Ordnance used with:
MD-21, ROCKET, PROXIMITY
TYPE 1, ROCKET, PD
CHINESE ROCKET, 107-MM, INCENDIARY, TYPE 63-1

Ordnance used with:
MD-21, ROCKET, PROXIMITY
MJ-1, ROCKET, PD
TYPE 63-1, WARHEAD, 107 MM, INCENDIARY

GERMAN ATI 5000 (AIR TARGET IMITATOR)

Ordnance used with:
T-7, ROCKET, TIME
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 120-MM, DECOY, SOM-50

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 120-MM, DECOY, SR-50
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 120-MM, DECOY, TYPE 63-2

CHINESE ROCKET, 122-MM, HE, TYPE 81

Ordnance used with:
MJ-4, ROCKET, PD
MJ-4A, ROCKET, PD
ITALIAN ROCKET, 122-MM, MODEL 122/A

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 122-MM, AIR-TO-SURFACE, HE, S-13D

Ordnance used with:
B-13L, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 5 SHOT
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 122-MM, HE, 9M28F

N.E.W. 6.00 KG

Ordnance used with:

**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 122-MM, HE, S-13-OF**

- **122 MM (4.80 IN)**
- **N.E.W. 7.00 KG**

**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 122-MM, HE, S-13-T**

- **90 MM (3.54 IN) 122 MM (4.80 IN)**
- **N.E.W. 4.50 KG**

Ordnance used with:

B-13L, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, 5 SHOT

Ordnance used with:
MRV-U, ROCKET, PD
9E210, ROCKET, PD
M-210F, WARHEAD, 122-MM, HE-FRG
M-210FM, ROCKET WARHEAD, 122-MM, HE-FRG
MRV-U, ROCKET, PD

UNKNOWN COUNTRY ROCKET, 122-MM, TARGET PRACTICE, MODEL UNKNOWN
BRAZILIAN ROCKETS, 127-MM, SS-15 AND SS-30

Ordnance used with:
M20 C1, ROCKET, PD
M20-C1, ROCKET, PD
M20C1, ROCKET, PD

N.E.W. 35.53 KG

CHINESE ROCKET, 130-MM, HE, MODEL UNKNOWN

Ordnance used with:
TYPE JIAN-1, PD, RKT

N.E.W. 3.05 KG
CHINESE ROCKET, 130-MM, SP, TYPE 63

Ordnance used with:
MJ-1, ROCKET, PD

N.E.W. 9.72 KG


Ordnance used with:
GVM, FUZE, PROJECTILE, PD
GVMZ, FUZE, PROJECTILE, PD
GVMZ-1, FUZE, PROJECTILE, PD

N.E.W. 4.80 KG
U.S.S.R. DECOY ROCKET, 140-MM, SHIP-TO-AIR, TSTV-47

Ordnance used with:
- MODEL UNKNOWN, MT, ROCKET
- TMP-30, MT, ROCKET
- TMR 44, ROCKET FUZE, MT

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 140-MM, CHAFF, SURFACE-TO-AIR, TSP-47

Ordnance used with:
- MODEL UNKNOWN, MT, ROCKET
- TMP-30, MT, ROCKET
- TMR 44, ROCKET FUZE, MT
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 140-MM, COMBINED EFFECT, SURFACE-TO-AIR, TSO-47

Ordnance used with:
MODEL UNKNOWN, MT, ROCKET
TMP-30, MT, ROCKET
TMR 44, ROCKET FUZE, MT

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 140-MM, IR, SURFACE-TO-AIR, TST-47

Ordnance used with:
MODEL UNKNOWN, MT, ROCKET
TMP-30, MT, ROCKET
TMR 44, ROCKET FUZE, MT
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 140-MM, RADAR DECOY ROCKET, TSR-47

Ordnance used with:
MODEL UNKNOWN, MT, ROCKET TMR 44, ROCKET FUZE, MT

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 64-MM, HEAT, MODEL PG-18

Ordnance used with:
V659, ROCKET, BD VP-18 D CH, ROCKET, BD ELEMENT
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 240-MM, AIRCRAFT, HE, MODEL S-24

Ordnance used with:
V-24A, PD, ROCKET
9-A-682, ROCKET, PROXIMITY, AIR-TO-SURFACE
RV-24, ROCKET, PROXIMITY, AIR-TO-SURFACE

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 240-MM, AIRCRAFT, HE, MODEL S-24B

Ordnance used with:
TMR 44, ROCKET FUZE, MT
**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 240-MM, HE, SPIN-STABILIZED**

F-961

Ordnance used with:
- V-24, PD, NOSE, ROCKET
- V-24A, PD, ROCKET
- V-25, ROCKET, PD

---

**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 240-MM, HE, SPIN-STABILIZED**

F961U

Ordnance used with:
- V-24, PD, NOSE, ROCKET
- V-24A, PD, ROCKET
- V-25, ROCKET, PD
YUGOSLAV ROCKET, 262-MM, ABABEL 50, HE, M87

Ordnance used with:
ABABEEEL
ABABEL
KPTM, AT
KRTM, AT
YU-S-AT, AT, HE
UTE M85B, ROCKET, ELECTRONIC TIME

BRAZILIAN ROCKET, 300-MM, SS-60
ITALIAN ROCKET, 122-MM, FIROS-25

Ordnance used with:
PDB 122, ROCKET, PD

U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 340-MM, AIR-TO-SURFACE, S-25-OFME AND OFM

Ordnance used with:
S-25LD, AIR-TO-SURF
S-25L
RV-25, ROCKET, PROXIMITY
I-415, ROCKET, PD
S-25-OFM-PU, 266-MM, HE, SYS, AIR-TO-SURF (340-MM)
U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 266-MM, AIR TO SURFACE, HE, S-25-O-PU

Ordnance used with:
0-25 L/E, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, A-TO-SURF (266-MM) (EXPORT)
O-25 L, LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIR-TO-SURFACE (266-MM)
S-25 O, 266-MM, AIR-TO-SURFACE, HE (420-MM)
RV-25, ROCKET, PROXIMITY
S-25-O-PU, 266-MM, HE, AIR-TO-SURFACE SYSTEM

UNKNOWN COUNTRY ROCKET, AL-FATH
Ordnance used with:
9N18FUTC, 544MM, WARHEAD, TRAINING

**U.S.S.R. ROCKET, 544-MM, 9M21FUTS, TRAINING (FROG-7)**

Ordnance used with:
9N18FUTC, 544MM, WARHEAD, TRAINING

**U.S.S.R. ROCKETS, SURFACE-TO-SURFACE, FROG-7A & FROG-7B**

Ordnance used with:
9N18F, WARHEAD, HEDP
BULGARIAN PROPELLING CHARGE, ROCKET CARTRIDGE, 73-MM, PG-9P

Ordnance used with:
PG-9, 73MM, HEAT
PG-9N, 73MM, HEAT
PG-9V, 73MM, CARTRIDGE, ROCKET, HEAT
PG-9VN, 73MM, CARTRIDGE, ROCKET, HEAT
PG-9, 73MM, PRACTICE
PG-9, 73MM, CARTRIDGE, PRACTICE